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Resource Overview
The teacher pages for Read-Along Books offer an easy way to preview 
Imagine Learning’s online Read-Along Books for themes, vocabulary 
words, comprehension questions, text length, and other components that 
correspond with classroom curriculum. Project the chosen Read-Along Book 
in front of the class to teach foundational reading skills. Students learn to 
follow along as the text is read, explore new words, and understand the 
organization and basic features of print.

Online Resource Overview
Imagine Learning includes over 30 fictional and informational Read-Along 
Books. Read-Along Books include the following features:

• Audio narration for entire book

• Text highlighting that is synchronized with audio

• Touch words (program plays individual word audio when word is
selected)

• Full-color illustrations

• Touch illustrations (program plays name of object when illustration
is selected)

Reading Comprehension

Read-Along Books guide

Read-Along Books guide

Use the built-in features of the program, such 
as the pause and replay buttons, as you use 
the book in the classroom.

Replay audio

Pause the story

Hide pause 
screen to show 
full book page

Unhide pause 
screen to 
continue reading

Continue reading

Choose  
Listen and Read 
or  
Comprehension 
Questions

1. Click on  
Reading Lessons

Click on  
Read-Along Books2.

3. Click on the desired 
book cover 

To project a book in your classroom, go to the 
Activity Menu and then follow this path:

4.
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How to Use This Resource in the Classroom
Reinforce print conventions

Use a Read-Along Book to teach students basic features of print, such as:

• Read from left to right , top to bottom, and page by page.

• Text can be accompanied by pictures or graphics.

• Differences between text and punctuation.

•  Target letters that students are currently learning.

•  Capital letters.

•  Punctuation.

Focus on words

•  Have students count the number of words in the title or on a page.

•  Help students look for words that occur frequently, such as a, the, is, was, and you.

Focus on vocabulary

• Before playing the book, select 3–5 key vocabulary words from the story text on the teacher page. Have the
students repeat and practice the words. Tell students to listen as you play the Read-Along and alert you with
a thumbs up when they hear the vocabulary words.

Ask questions 

•  Before reading: Ask the pre-reading questions on the teacher page to spark their interest in the topic or theme
of the story.

•  During reading: Use the pause feature to stop the book and ask questions. For example, “What is this story
about?” or “What is the problem in the story?”

•  After reading: Use the comprehension questions on the teacher page. Help students justify their answers.
When students say the correct answer, follow up with, “How do you know that ___ ?”

• Ask students to share their feelings or their opinion of the story.

Predict the story line

• Before reading: Pause the book after showing the title page and have students make predictions of what the
book might be about.

• During reading: Use the pause feature at an appropriate point and have the students predict what will
happen next, or predict the ending.

• After reading: Replay the book with audio muted. Have students look for any visual clues in the story that
might hint at the ending.

Predict the text

• Read or re-play the text and have the students echo read.

• Use the Read-Along Teacher Pages to help you select a book with repeated words and phrases. Play the
book once, then mute the audio and play the book again. Read the story aloud, leaving out the repeated
words and phrases. Point to the words that you leave out and have the students fill them in.

Retell

Mute the audio and go through each page to have the students tell the story from the pictures. 

• Whole class: On each page, ask a student to tell what is happening, then ask another student to add to the
first student’s recounting. Write the class narration on a large piece of paper.

• In Pairs: Have students describe to their partner what is happening in each picture.

Express opinions

• Discuss that we all have opinions and we all like and dislike different stories. After reading, have each student
think of a favorite part of the story. Have students share this part of the story with a partner, identifying
reasons why it is a favorite. Have partners share with the class.

Read-Along Books guide
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Moving

We’re moving today.

Goodbye, house. 

Goodbye, tree. 

Goodbye, teacher.

Goodbye, friend. 

We’re here! 

Hello, new house.

Hello, new tree. 

Hello, new teacher.

Hello, new friend. 

Moving

Pre-Reading Questions
Have you ever moved to a new house? 
Do you have a friend who has moved? 
What do you think it’s like to move? In 
this story, we will read about a girl who is 
moving to a new house.

Comprehension Questions

1) The girl in the story found a new 
______.

A.  door
B.  friend
C.  mom

2) The girl moved from one ______ to 
another.

A.  house
B.  truck
C.  car

3) The girl said goodbye to her ______.

A.  teacher
B.  sister
C.  brother
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Moving

We’re moving today.

Goodbye, house. 

Goodbye, tree. 

Goodbye, teacher.

Goodbye, friend. 

We’re here! 

Hello, new house.

Hello, new tree. 

Hello, new teacher.

Hello, new friend. 

Moving (answer key)

Pre-Reading Questions
Have you ever moved to a new house? 
Do you have a friend who has moved? 
What do you think it’s like to move? In 
this story, we will read about a girl who is 
moving to a new house.

Comprehension Questions

1) The girl in the story found a new 
______.

A.  door
B.  friend
C.  mom

2) The girl moved from one ______ to 
another.

A.  house
B.  truck
C.  car

3) The girl said goodbye to her ______.

A.  teacher
B.  sister
C.  brother
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No, No, Baby Sue!

Baby Sue just learned to walk.

She walks into the bathroom.

No, no, Baby Sue!

She walks into the kitchen.

No, no, Baby Sue!

She walks into the living room.

No, no, Baby Sue!

She walks into my bedroom…

And falls asleep in my bed.

Goodnight, Baby Sue.

Pre-Reading Questions
Who has a brother?  Who has a sister? 
Who has a baby in their family? Think 
about the babies you know.  What 
are they like? In this story, we will read 
about a baby named Sue.

Comprehension Questions 

1) Baby Sue walks into the ______.

A.  bathroom
B.  living room
C.  bedroom

2) Baby Sue walks into the ______.

A.  bathroom
B.  kitchen
C.  bedroom

3) Baby Sue falls asleep in my ______.

A.  desk
B.  bed
C.  swing

No, No, Baby Sue!
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No, No, Baby Sue!

Baby Sue just learned to walk.

She walks into the bathroom.

No, no, Baby Sue!

She walks into the kitchen.

No, no, Baby Sue!

She walks into the living room.

No, no, Baby Sue!

She walks into my bedroom…

And falls asleep in my bed.

Goodnight, Baby Sue.

Pre-Reading Questions
Who has a brother?  Who has a sister? 
Who has a baby in their family? Think 
about the babies you know.  What 
are they like? In this story, we will read 
about a baby named Sue.

Comprehension Questions

1) Baby Sue walks into the ______.

A.  bathroom
B.  living room
C.  bedroom

2) Baby Sue walks into the ______.

A.  bathroom
B.  kitchen
C.  bedroom

3) Baby Sue falls asleep in my ______.

A.  desk
B.  bed
C.  swing

No, No, Baby Sue! (answer key)
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We’re going to Grandma’s house!

I put in one dress.

I put in two coats.

I put in three shirts.

I put in four books.

I put in five toys.

Oops!

I take out one coat. 

I take out two books.

I take out three toys.

Let’s go to Grandma’s house!

Let’s Go to Grandma’s House

Let’s Go to Grandma’s House

Pre-Reading Questions
What do you put in your backpack if 
you’re going to school? What if you’re 
going to see family? In this story, we 
will read about a girl packing her 
backpack to see her grandma.

Comprehension Questions

1) The girl in the story put one ______ 
in her bag.

A.  coat
B.  shirt
C.  dress

2) The girl in the story put four ______ 
in her bag.

A.  books
B.  toys
C.  dresses

3) The girl in the story took out three 
______ from her bag.

A.  books
B.  toys
C.  socks
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We’re going to Grandma’s house!

I put in one dress.

I put in two coats.

I put in three shirts.

I put in four books.

I put in five toys.

Oops!

I take out one coat. 

I take out two books.

I take out three toys.

Let’s go to Grandma’s house!

Let’s Go to Grandma’s House

Pre-Reading Questions
What do you put in your backpack if 
you’re going to school? What if you’re 
going to see family? In this story, we 
will read about a girl packing her 
backpack to see her grandma.

Comprehension Questions

1) The girl in the story put one ______ 
in her bag.

A.  coat
B.  shirt
C.  dress

2) The girl in the story put four ______ 
in her bag.

A.  books
B.  toys
C.  dresses

3) The girl in the story took out three 
______ from her bag.

A.  books
B.  toys
C.  socks

Let’s Go to Grandma’s House (answer key)
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The pesky mosquito flew.

He flew near a rock.

He flew around my sock.

He flew into a tree.

Then…

he flew straight up to me!

The pesky mosquito flew.

He flew down by my chair.

He flew up by my hair.

He flew left to the log.

Then…

he flew right to a…

GULP!

The Pesky Mosquito

The Pesky Mosquito

Pre-Reading Questions
How many of you like bugs that can 
fly? Have you ever seen a mosquito? A 
mosquito is a bug that can bite. In this 
story, we will read about a mosquito 
that flies around. Let’s see what 
happens to the mosquito.

Comprehension Questions

1) The pesky mosquito flew near a 
______.

A.  log
B.  rock
C.  sock

2) The pesky mosquito flew by my 
______.

A.  hair
B.  mouth
C.  nose

3) At the end of the story, the pesky 
mosquito was eaten by a ______.

A.  duck
B.  frog
C.  fish
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The pesky mosquito flew.

He flew near a rock.

He flew around my sock.

He flew into a tree.

Then…

he flew straight up to me!

The pesky mosquito flew.

He flew down by my chair.

He flew up by my hair.

He flew left to the log.

Then…

he flew right to a…

GULP!

The Pesky Mosquito

The Pesky Mosquito (answer key)

Pre-Reading Questions
How many of you like bugs that can 
fly? Have you ever seen a mosquito? A 
mosquito is a bug that can bite. In this 
story, we will read about a mosquito 
that flies around. Let’s see what 
happens to the mosquito.

Comprehension Questions

1) The pesky mosquito flew near a 
______.

A.  log
B.  rock
C.  sock

2) The pesky mosquito flew by my 
______.

A.  hair
B.  mouth
C.  nose

3) At the end of the story, the pesky 
mosquito was eaten by a ______.

A.  duck
B.  frog
C.  fish
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Can You Do This?

Can you close one eye? 

Can you wiggle your nose? 

Can you stand on one foot? 

Can you touch your toes? 

Can you do all four things at one time? Try it.

You look funny!

Can you touch your nose with your thumb?

Can you touch your nose with your tongue? Try it.

You look really funny!

Pre-Reading Questions
How many of you can wink? Can you 
lick your elbow? In this story, we will 
read about kids doing lots of silly things. 
As we read, think if you can do any of 
these things.

Comprehension Questions

1) The girl can close one ______.

A.  eye
B.  ear
C.  hand

2) The boy can stand on one ______.

A.  hand
B.  ear
C.  foot

3) The girl can touch her nose with 
her ______.

A.  thumb
B.  tongue
C.  toe

Can You Do This?
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Can You Do This?

Can you close one eye? 

Can you wiggle your nose? 

Can you stand on one foot? 

Can you touch your toes? 

Can you do all four things at one time? Try it.

You look funny!

Can you touch your nose with your thumb?

Can you touch your nose with your tongue? Try it.

You look really funny!

Can You Do This? (answer key)

Pre-Reading Questions
How many of you can wink? Can you 
lick your elbow? In this story, we will 
read about kids doing lots of silly things. 
As we read, think if you can do any of 
these things.

Comprehension Questions

1) The girl can close one ______.

A.  eye
B.  ear
C.  hand

2) The boy can stand on one ______.

A.  hand
B.  ear
C.  foot

3) The girl can touch her nose with 
her ______.

A.  thumb
B.  tongue
C.  toe
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Fun with Fruit

On Monday I get mangoes.

On Tuesday I get tangerines.

On Wednesday I get watermelons.

On Thursday I get three pears.

On Friday I get fat figs.

On Saturday I get sweet cherries.

On Sunday I make a salad…

and share it with my family.

Fun With Fruit

Pre-Reading Questions
Who likes to eat apples? Who likes 
green apples? Have you ever eaten a 
mango? What color is a mango? In this 
story, we will read about all different 
kinds of fruit. See how many fruits in this 
story you’ve eaten before.

Comprehension Questions

1) The monkey gets ______ on 
Monday.

A.  pears
B.  tangerines
C.  mangoes

2) The monkey has ______.

A.  mangoes
B.  watermelon
C.  cherries

3) A fruit salad is ______.

A.  fruit mixed together
B.  a bowl of mangoes
C.  a slice of watermelon
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Fun with Fruit

On Monday I get mangoes.

On Tuesday I get tangerines.

On Wednesday I get watermelons.

On Thursday I get three pears.

On Friday I get fat figs.

On Saturday I get sweet cherries.

On Sunday I make a salad…

and share it with my family.

Fun With Fruit (answer key)

Pre-Reading Questions
Who likes to eat apples? Who likes 
green apples? Have you ever eaten a 
mango? What color is a mango? In this 
story, we will read about all different 
kinds of fruit. See how many fruits in this 
story you’ve eaten before.

Comprehension Questions

1) The monkey gets ______ on 
Monday.

A.  pears
B.  tangerines
C.  mangoes

2) The monkey has ______.

A.  mangoes
B.  watermelon
C.  cherries

3) A fruit salad is ______.

A.  fruit mixed together
B.  a bowl of mangoes
C.  a slice of watermelon
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Zoo Day

Hooray! It’s a zoo day!

First I see the monkeys.

They make faces at me. Boo!

Second I see the giraffes.

They reach the highest trees. Stretch!

Third I see the kangaroos.

They jump and hop for fun. Boing!

Fourth I see the zebras.

They mostly eat and run. Zoom!

Fifth I see the bears.

They like to swim all day. Splash!

Sixth I see the lions.

They always leap and play. Pounce!

Last I see the elephants.

They lift big logs up high. UGH!

I like to see the animals, but now it’s time to say 
goodbye. 

Goodbye!

Zoo Day

Pre-Reading Questions
Have you ever been to a farm or a zoo? 
What animals did you see? What ani-
mal would you like to see that you have 
never seen. What do animals do all day 
on the farm or in a zoo? In this story, we 
will read about animals in a zoo and 
what they do.

Comprehension Questions

1) When the boy sees an animal he 
______.

A.  runs away
B.  copies it
C.  cries

2) The bears like to ______ during the 
day.

A.  swim
B.  sleep
C.  sing

3)  The animal in the picture is a 
______.

A.  zebra
B.  giraffe
C.  horse
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Zoo Day

Hooray! It’s a zoo day!

First I see the monkeys.

They make faces at me. Boo!

Second I see the giraffes.

They reach the highest trees. Stretch!

Third I see the kangaroos.

They jump and hop for fun. Boing!

Fourth I see the zebras.

They mostly eat and run. Zoom!

Fifth I see the bears.

They like to swim all day. Splash!

Sixth I see the lions.

They always leap and play. Pounce!

Last I see the elephants.

They lift big logs up high. UGH!

I like to see the animals, but now it’s time to say 
goodbye. 

Goodbye!

Zoo Day (answer key)

Pre-Reading Questions
Have you ever been to a farm or a zoo? 
What animals did you see? What ani-
mal would you like to see that you have 
never seen. What do animals do all day 
on the farm or in a zoo? In this story, we 
will read about animals in a zoo and 
what they do.

Comprehension Questions

1) When the boy sees an animal he 
______.

A.  runs away
B.  copies it
C.  cries

2) The bears like to ______ during the 
day.

A.  swim
B.  sleep
C.  sing

3)  The animal in the picture is a 
______.

A.  zebra
B.  giraffe
C.  horse
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What do I like?

I like to eat ice cream.

I like teddy bears.

I like to dance barefoot…

when I go up stairs.

I like to read stories.

I like to sing songs.

I like to play baseball…

the whole summer long.

What do you like?

Do you like soccer?

Do you like rain?

Do you like movies?

Do you like trains?

Me too.

What Do I Like?

What Do I Like?

Pre-Reading Questions
What are foods that you like? What 
other things do you like? We all have 
opinions. An opinion states whether or 
not we like something. In this story, we 
will read about one girl’s opinions.

Comprehension Questions

1) In this story she likes ______.

A.  teddy bears
B.  her bed
C.  flowers

2) To dance “barefoot” means to 
dance ______.

A.  on her hands
B.  without shoes on
C.  on her toes

3) She likes to play ______ in the 
summer.

A.  basketball
B.  soccer
C.  baseball
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What do I like?

I like to eat ice cream.

I like teddy bears.

I like to dance barefoot…

when I go up stairs.

I like to read stories.

I like to sing songs.

I like to play baseball…

the whole summer long.

What do you like?

Do you like soccer?

Do you like rain?

Do you like movies?

Do you like trains?

Me too.

What Do I Like?

What Do I Like? (answer key)

Pre-Reading Questions
What are foods that you like? What 
other things do you like? We all have 
opinions. An opinion states whether or 
not we like something. In this story, we 
will read about one girl’s opinions.

Comprehension Questions

1) In this story she likes ______.

A.  teddy bears
B.  her bed
C.  flowers

2) To dance “barefoot” means to 
dance ______.

A.  on her hands
B.  without shoes on
C.  on her toes

3) She likes to play ______ in the 
summer.

A.  basketball
B.  soccer
C.  baseball
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Everything’s crazy!

We have a new baby!

Sometimes I feel silly.

Sometimes I feel sad.

Sometimes I feel happy.

Sometimes I feel bad.

Sometimes I feel friendly.

Sometimes I feel mad.

But then I hold my brother,

and I feel glad.

New Baby

New Baby

Pre-Reading Questions
Who has a brother? Who has a sister? 
Who has a baby in their family? What 
is it like to have a baby in the house? 
In this story, we will read about a family 
with a new baby.

Comprehension Questions

1) A new baby makes everything 
______.

A.  sad
B.  crazy
C.  friendly

2) In this picture, the girl feels ______.

A.  bad
B.  sad
C.  happy

3) Holding her baby brother makes 
the girl feel ______.

A.  glad
B.  mad
C.  sad
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Everything’s crazy!

We have a new baby!

Sometimes I feel silly.

Sometimes I feel sad.

Sometimes I feel happy.

Sometimes I feel bad.

Sometimes I feel friendly.

Sometimes I feel mad.

But then I hold my brother,

and I feel glad.

New Baby

New Baby (answer key)

Pre-Reading Questions
Who has a brother? Who has a sister? 
Who has a baby in their family? What 
is it like to have a baby in the house? 
In this story, we will read about a family 
with a new baby.

Comprehension Questions

1) A new baby makes everything 
______.

A.  sad
B.  crazy
C.  friendly

2) In this picture, the girl feels ______.

A.  bad
B.  sad
C.  happy

3) Holding her baby brother makes 
the girl feel ______.

A.  glad
B.  mad
C.  sad
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What If...

What if a horse…

had an elephant’s nose?

What if a cow…

had a lizard’s toes?

What if a dog…

had a fish’s tail?

What if a pig…

had a bear’s fingernails?

What if a bird…

had a crocodile’s teeth?

What if a duck…

had a tiger’s feet?

What if these animals grew and grew?

I’d want to see them. Wouldn’t you?

What If...

Pre-Reading Questions
Have you ever imagined a silly animal? 
What if a cat had wings? What if a 
mouse had flippers? In this story, we will 
read about some imaginary animals.

Comprehension Questions

1) The boy would want to see these 
animals because they are ______.

A.  silly
B.  real
C.  small

2) This bird has a crocodile’s ______.

A.  teeth
B.  tail
C.  fingernail

3) This picture shows a ______.

A.  duck
B.  horse
C.  cow
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What If...

What if a horse…

had an elephant’s nose?

What if a cow…

had a lizard’s toes?

What if a dog…

had a fish’s tail?

What if a pig…

had a bear’s fingernails?

What if a bird…

had a crocodile’s teeth?

What if a duck…

had a tiger’s feet?

What if these animals grew and grew?

I’d want to see them. Wouldn’t you?

What If... (answer key)

Pre-Reading Questions
Have you ever imagined a silly animal? 
What if a cat had wings? What if a 
mouse had flippers? In this story, we will 
read about some imaginary animals.

Comprehension Questions

1) The boy would want to see these 
animals because they are ______.

A.  silly
B.  real
C.  small

2) This bird has a crocodile’s ______.

A.  teeth
B.  tail
C.  fingernail

3) This picture shows a ______.

A.  duck
B.  horse
C.  cow
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He flies through the trees.

He flies in the sky.

He flies high in the clouds.

Those are dark clouds!

Lightning flashes. Thunder cracks.

Hail pours from the clouds.

Dragon is cold. His wings are frozen!

He falls down. Down, down, down.

Dragon breathes fire! His breath melts the ice.

Dragon flies!

Dragon Flies

Dragon Flies

Pre-Reading Questions
Have you ever wished you could fly? 
Can you imagine a dragon? In this 
story, we will read a story about a 
dragon flying. Can you imagine what it 
would be like to fly like a dragon?

Comprehension Questions

1) ______ pours from the clouds on 
Dragon.

A.  lightning
B.  thunder
C.  hail

2) Dragon’s wings are frozen because 
his wings got very ______.

A.  hot
B.  cold
C.  big

3) Dragon’s wings are frozen so he 
can’t ______.

A.  fly
B.  fall
C.  stand
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He flies through the trees.

He flies in the sky.

He flies high in the clouds.

Those are dark clouds!

Lightning flashes. Thunder cracks.

Hail pours from the clouds.

Dragon is cold. His wings are frozen!

He falls down. Down, down, down.

Dragon breathes fire! His breath melts the ice.

Dragon flies!

Dragon Flies

Pre-Reading Questions
Have you ever wished you could fly? 
Can you imagine a dragon? In this 
story, we will read a story about a 
dragon flying. Can you imagine what it 
would be like to fly like a dragon?

Comprehension Questions

1) ______ pours from the clouds on 
Dragon.

A.  lightning
B.  thunder
C.  hail

2) Dragon’s wings are frozen because 
his wings got very ______.

A.  hot
B.  cold
C.  big

3) Dragon’s wings are frozen so he 
can’t ______.

A.  fly
B.  fall
C.  stand

Dragon Flies (answer key)
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Write, Tell, or Draw a Story
When did you almost get hurt?

I was
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We’re at Monster Camp!

We swing in the trees and splash in the lake.

We float in the river. 

We fly kites in the sky.

Maggie’s kite flies high.

It pulls her off the ground.

It pulls her above our heads.

HELP!

We chase after Maggie. We chase her long tail.

We grab her tail and pull her back down.

Maggie is safe at Monster Camp!

Maggie’s Kite

Pre-Reading Questions
Have you been to a summer camp? 
There are always lots of activities and 
games at camp. What games do you 
like to play? Have you ever flown a 
kite? In this story, we will read about a 
monster girl named Maggie playing 
games and flying a kite.

Comprehension Questions

1) Maggie needs help when her kite 
pulls her ______.

A.  into the river
B.  off the ground
C.  into the lake

2) Maggie is safe because ______ pull 
her back down.

A.  the winds
B.  her friends
C.  the trees

3) The word “chase” means to ______.

A.  run slow
B.  run fast
C.  swim fast

Maggie’s Kite
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We’re at Monster Camp!

We swing in the trees and splash in the lake.

We float in the river. 

We fly kites in the sky.

Maggie’s kite flies high.

It pulls her off the ground.

It pulls her above our heads.

HELP!

We chase after Maggie. We chase her long tail.

We grab her tail and pull her back down.

Maggie is safe at Monster Camp!

Maggie’s Kite

Pre-Reading Questions
Have you been to a summer camp? 
There are always lots of activities and 
games at camp. What games do you 
like to play? Have you ever flown a 
kite? In this story, we will read about a 
monster girl named Maggie playing 
games and flying a kite.

Comprehension Questions

1) Maggie needs help when her kite 
pulls her ______.

A.  into the river
B.  off the ground
C.  into the lake

2) Maggie is safe because ______ pull 
her back down.

A.  the winds
B.  her friends
C.  the trees

3) The word “chase” means to ______.

A.  run slow
B.  run fast
C.  swim fast

Maggie’s Kite (answer key)
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Write, Tell, or Draw a Story
When did your friend help you?

I needed
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Where is Tiny?

Tiny! Tiny! Where is Tiny?

Look! A hole in the fence!

Is Tiny behind the hospital?

Is Tiny under the bridge?

Is Tiny beside the fire station?

Where is Tiny?

Tiny! Tiny! Come here!

Is Tiny in the closet?

Time for dinner, Tiny!

There you are!

I love you, Tiny.

Where is Tiny?

Pre-Reading Questions
How many of you have a dog? What’s 
your dog’s name? Do you have to look 
for your dog sometimes? In this story, we 
will read about a girl trying to find her 
dog, Tiny. Listen for all of the places she 
looks.

Comprehension Questions

1) Tiny is the girl’s ______.

A.  dog
B.  cat
C.  fish

2) The girl in the story looks for Tiny 
behind the ______.

A.  bridge
B.  hospital
C.  fire station

3) The girl finds Tiny ______.

A.  beside the fire station
B.  in the house
C.  under the bridge
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Where is Tiny?

Tiny! Tiny! Where is Tiny?

Look! A hole in the fence!

Is Tiny behind the hospital?

Is Tiny under the bridge?

Is Tiny beside the fire station?

Where is Tiny?

Tiny! Tiny! Come here!

Is Tiny in the closet?

Time for dinner, Tiny!

There you are!

I love you, Tiny.

Where is Tiny? (answer key)

Pre-Reading Questions
How many of you have a dog? What’s 
your dog’s name? Do you have to look 
for your dog sometimes? In this story, we 
will read about a girl trying to find her 
dog, Tiny. Listen for all of the places she 
looks.

Comprehension Questions

1) Tiny is the girl’s ______.

A.  dog
B.  cat
C.  fish

2) The girl in the story looks for Tiny 
behind the ______.

A.  bridge
B.  hospital
C.  fire station

3) The girl finds Tiny ______.

A.  beside the fire station
B.  in the house
C.  under the bridge
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I lost
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We’re going to sleep outside tonight!

We bring out the tent.

We bring out our sleeping bags.

We bring out snacks and drinks.

What was that?

Do I see dark shadows in the bushes?

Do I see big, black shoulders?

Do I see yellow eyes?

Is it a monster?

It’s only our cat!

We’re not afraid of you.

Is it a Monster?

Is it a Monster?

Pre-Reading Questions
Have you ever been camping? Have 
you ever slept outside? Did you have a 
tent? Did you sleep in a sleeping bag? 
In this story, we will read about a brother 
and a sister camping.

Comprehension Questions

1) In the story, the kids sleep ______.

A.  in a tent
B.  at a friend’s house
C.  in their beds

2) The kids bring out ______ to eat.

A.  snacks
B.  pillows
C.  umbrellas

3) The monster was really a ______.

A.  dog
B.  cat
C.  bat
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We’re going to sleep outside tonight!

We bring out the tent.

We bring out our sleeping bags.

We bring out snacks and drinks.

What was that?

Do I see dark shadows in the bushes?

Do I see big, black shoulders?

Do I see yellow eyes?

Is it a monster?

It’s only our cat!

We’re not afraid of you.

Is it a Monster?

Is it a Monster? (answer key)

Pre-Reading Questions
Have you ever been camping? Have 
you ever slept outside? Did you have a 
tent? Did you sleep in a sleeping bag? 
In this story, we will read about a brother 
and a sister camping.

Comprehension Questions

1) In the story, the kids sleep ______.

A.  in a tent
B.  at a friend’s house
C.  in their beds

2) The kids bring out ______ to eat.

A.  snacks
B.  pillows
C.  umbrellas

3) The monster was really a ______.

A.  dog
B.  cat
C.  bat
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Write, Tell, or Draw a Story
When were you afraid?

When I
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Make Your Own Book

Let’s make a book!

First get three pieces of paper.

Fold the papers in half.

Now put three holes along the folded part.

With scissors, cut three pieces of yarn.

Make each piece as long as your finger.

Put each piece of yarn through a hole.

Then tie each piece of yarn in a knot.

Now you have a book!

What will you write about?

Make Your Own Book

Pre-Reading Questions
Do you like books? What’s your favor-
ite book? Did you know you can make 
your own book? If you made your own 
book, what would it be about? In this 
story, we will learn how we can make 
our own book. 

Comprehension Questions

1) To make a book, the first thing you 
do is ______.

A.  punch three holes
B.  cut yarn
C.  get some paper

2) The next thing you do is ______.

A.  fold the paper in half
B.  punch three holes
C.  write in your book

3) The last thing you do to make a 
book is ______.

A.  cut pieces of yarn
B.  tie the paper with yarn
C.  punch three holes
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Make Your Own Book

Let’s make a book!

First get three pieces of paper.

Fold the papers in half.

Now put three holes along the folded part.

With scissors, cut three pieces of yarn.

Make each piece as long as your finger.

Put each piece of yarn through a hole.

Then tie each piece of yarn in a knot.

Now you have a book!

What will you write about?

Make Your Own Book (answer key)

Pre-Reading Questions
Do you like books? What’s your favor-
ite book? Did you know you can make 
your own book? If you made your own 
book, what would it be about? In this 
story, we will learn how we can make 
our own book. 

Comprehension Questions

1) To make a book, the first thing you 
do is ______.

A.  punch three holes
B.  cut yarn
C.  get some paper

2) The next thing you do is ______.

A.  fold the paper in half
B.  punch three holes
C.  write in your book

3) The last thing you do to make a 
book is ______.

A.  cut pieces of yarn
B.  tie the paper with yarn
C.  punch three holes
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Write, Tell, or Draw a Story
What would you like to make?

I would
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“This is just a piece of rock,” Andy said. He was 
looking at a piece of coral. “It can’t be alive.”

“It looks like rock, and it’s hard like rock, but it’s 
not rock. It’s made of hundreds of shells with tiny 
living animals in them,” Ms. Sanchez said.

“But how can you tell it’s alive?” Andy asked.

“You can tell that something is alive if it eats, 
grows, and can reproduce or have babies,” Ms. 
Sanchez said.”

“The tiny animals that make up coral eat even 
smaller animals, called plankton, that float in the 
water,” she explained.

“And coral groups grow bigger and bigger 
each year,” she continued.

“I guess I’ve never seen a rock eat anything or 
grow,” Andy said. “That would be pretty scary—
giant attacking rocks!”

“Another cool thing is that coral animals have 
tiny babies,” Ms. Sanchez added. “That means 
they reproduce.”

“Wow!” Andy said. “So where can I find more 
coral? Does it only grow here?”

“The best place to study coral is near Australia,” 
Ms. Sanchez said. “It’s called the Great Barrier 
Reef. More than 350 different types of coral live 
there, and it’s 2,000 kilometers long. It’s so big, it 
would take weeks to swim from one end to the 
other.”

“No way!” Andy said. “I guess coral does eat, 
grow, and reproduce!”

“That’s right,” said Ms. Sanchez. “It’s alive.”

Is It Alive?

Is It Alive?

Pre-Reading Questions
How do you know if something is alive? 
Are trees alive? Are rocks alive? In 
this story, we will learn how to tell if 
something is alive.

Comprehension Questions

1) You can tell that something is alive 
if it ______.

A.  talks
B.  eats
C.  is tall

2) The word “cool” means something 
that ______.

A.  you like
B.  lives in the water
C.  you want to give away

3) Coral animals eat ______.

A.  rocks
B.  plants
C.  plankton
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“This is just a piece of rock,” Andy said. He was 
looking at a piece of coral. “It can’t be alive.”

“It looks like rock, and it’s hard like rock, but it’s 
not rock. It’s made of hundreds of shells with tiny 
living animals in them,” Ms. Sanchez said.

“But how can you tell it’s alive?” Andy asked.

“You can tell that something is alive if it eats, 
grows, and can reproduce or have babies,” Ms. 
Sanchez said.”

“The tiny animals that make up coral eat even 
smaller animals, called plankton, that float in the 
water,” she explained.

“And coral groups grow bigger and bigger 
each year,” she continued.

“I guess I’ve never seen a rock eat anything or 
grow,” Andy said. “That would be pretty scary—
giant attacking rocks!”

“Another cool thing is that coral animals have 
tiny babies,” Ms. Sanchez added. “That means 
they reproduce.”

“Wow!” Andy said. “So where can I find more 
coral? Does it only grow here?”

“The best place to study coral is near Australia,” 
Ms. Sanchez said. “It’s called the Great Barrier 
Reef. More than 350 different types of coral live 
there, and it’s 2,000 kilometers long. It’s so big, it 
would take weeks to swim from one end to the 
other.”

“No way!” Andy said. “I guess coral does eat, 
grow, and reproduce!”

“That’s right,” said Ms. Sanchez. “It’s alive.”

Is It Alive?

Is It Alive? (answer key)

Pre-Reading Questions
How do you know if something is alive? 
Are trees alive? Are rocks alive? In 
this story, we will learn how to tell if 
something is alive.

Comprehension Questions

1) You can tell that something is alive 
if it ______.

A.  talks
B.  eats
C.  is tall

2) The word “cool” means something 
that ______.

A.  you like
B.  lives in the water
C.  you want to give away

3) Coral animals eat ______.

A.  rocks
B.  plants
C.  plankton
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Do you have a green thumb? If you do, you 
can turn this one little sunflower seed into a tasty 
snack to share with all your friends.

Inside this shell, there is a tiny sunflower plant 
waiting to come out. But it will need several 
things to help it grow.

First, you need to put the seed into soil from the 
garden. Garden soil is full of food for your plant.

Then, give the seed lots of water. But be careful. 
Too much water, and the sunflower might get 
sick. Too little water, and the sunflower will dry 
up and die.

Once the seed starts to sprout, make sure it gets 
lots of sunshine. The sun helps the soil and water 
turn into energy to make the sunflower grow. 

With good soil, lots of water, and plenty of 
sunshine, your sunflower will grow big and 
strong. Some sunflowers can grow even taller 
than a giraffe! 

When your sunflower has finished growing, the 
flower petals will begin to fall off. This is a good 
time to cut off the flower. Hang it upside down 
in a dry place where birds can’t get it.

Once the center is all dry, you can remove the 
seeds. Each seed is just like the first seed you 
planted, but now you have hundreds! Roast 
them and share them with your friends for a fun, 
healthy snack.

But don’t roast them all. Be sure to save some 
seeds to plant later, so you can start the 
sunflower cycle all over again!

The Sunflower Cycle

The Sunflower Cycle

Pre-Reading Questions
Do you like gardens? Have you worked 
in a garden? What grows in a garden? 
If you had your own garden, what 
would you grow?  In this story, we will 
learn about growing sunflowers.

Comprehension Questions

1) A sunflower needs sunshine, water, 
and ______.

A.  shade
B.  heat
C.  soil

2) Having a green thumb means to 
______.

A.  have paint on your thumb
B.  be great at growing things
C.  know a lot about sunflowers

3) Before you roast the sunflower 
seeds, the flower needs to be ______.

A.  soaked
B.  dried
C.  planted
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Do you have a green thumb? If you do, you 
can turn this one little sunflower seed into a tasty 
snack to share with all your friends.

Inside this shell, there is a tiny sunflower plant 
waiting to come out. But it will need several 
things to help it grow.

First, you need to put the seed into soil from the 
garden. Garden soil is full of food for your plant.

Then, give the seed lots of water. But be careful. 
Too much water, and the sunflower might get 
sick. Too little water, and the sunflower will dry 
up and die.

Once the seed starts to sprout, make sure it gets 
lots of sunshine. The sun helps the soil and water 
turn into energy to make the sunflower grow. 

With good soil, lots of water, and plenty of 
sunshine, your sunflower will grow big and 
strong. Some sunflowers can grow even taller 
than a giraffe! 

When your sunflower has finished growing, the 
flower petals will begin to fall off. This is a good 
time to cut off the flower. Hang it upside down 
in a dry place where birds can’t get it.

Once the center is all dry, you can remove the 
seeds. Each seed is just like the first seed you 
planted, but now you have hundreds! Roast 
them and share them with your friends for a fun, 
healthy snack.

But don’t roast them all. Be sure to save some 
seeds to plant later, so you can start the 
sunflower cycle all over again!

The Sunflower Cycle

The Sunflower Cycle (answer key)

Pre-Reading Questions
Do you like gardens? Have you worked 
in a garden? What grows in a garden? 
If you had your own garden, what 
would you grow?  In this story, we will 
learn about growing sunflowers.

Comprehension Questions

1) A sunflower needs sunshine, water, 
and ______.

A.  shade
B.  heat
C.  soil

2) Having a green thumb means to 
______.

A.  have paint on your thumb
B.  be great at growing things
C.  know a lot about sunflowers

3) Before you roast the sunflower 
seeds, the flower needs to be ______.

A.  soaked
B.  dried
C.  planted
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Fire Escape

Burning food? Who was cooking in the middle 
of the night? Wait a minute. That wasn’t the 
smell of food. But something was burning. 

I ran to my bedroom door. The doorknob felt 
warm.

I could see smoke creeping under the door. I 
began to cough. Where was my family? 

“Mom! Mom!” I yelled. “Something’s on fire!”

My heart was beating so loud and so fast that I 
could hardly keep standing. What should I do? 

Then I remembered what Mom said: “If there’s 
a fire, go out your window and meet at the 
mailbox.”

I pulled my window open and climbed on my 
dresser. Then I slid out the window.

Ouch! I landed on the ground then took off 
for the mailbox. As I passed Mom and Dad’s 
window, I yelled as loud as I could, “Fire! Mom! 
Fire!”

Soon I saw Mom and Dad run out the front door 
carrying Wolfie. 

“We met at the mailbox, and Dad called 911 on 
his cell phone. “This is an emergency,” he said.

Before long, we heard sirens. Mom gave me a 
big hug and whispered, “Thanks, Ben.”

Pre-Reading Questions
What is an emergency? Fire is one 
kind of emergency. What do we do at 
school to prepare for a fire?  How do 
you prepare for a fire at your home? In 
this story, we will read about a boy who 
knew what to do in an emergency.

Comprehension Questions

1) When the boy sees smoke he 
______.

A.  opens the door
B.  calls 911
C.  slides out the window

2) The words “took off” mean to 
______.

A.  leave a place quickly
B.  turn off the light
C.  take off your shoes

3) The boy’s mom told him to meet 
______ if there was a fire.

A.  at the mailbox
B.  at the neighbor’s house
C.  across the street

Fire Escape
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Fire Escape

Burning food? Who was cooking in the middle 
of the night? Wait a minute. That wasn’t the 
smell of food. But something was burning. 

I ran to my bedroom door. The doorknob felt 
warm.

I could see smoke creeping under the door. I 
began to cough. Where was my family? 

“Mom! Mom!” I yelled. “Something’s on fire!”

My heart was beating so loud and so fast that I 
could hardly keep standing. What should I do? 

Then I remembered what Mom said: “If there’s 
a fire, go out your window and meet at the 
mailbox.”

I pulled my window open and climbed on my 
dresser. Then I slid out the window.

Ouch! I landed on the ground then took off 
for the mailbox. As I passed Mom and Dad’s 
window, I yelled as loud as I could, “Fire! Mom! 
Fire!”

Soon I saw Mom and Dad run out the front door 
carrying Wolfie. 

“We met at the mailbox, and Dad called 911 on 
his cell phone. “This is an emergency,” he said.

Before long, we heard sirens. Mom gave me a 
big hug and whispered, “Thanks, Ben.”

Pre-Reading Questions
What is an emergency? Fire is one 
kind of emergency. What do we do at 
school to prepare for a fire?  How do 
you prepare for a fire at your home? In 
this story, we will read about a boy who 
knew what to do in an emergency.

Comprehension Questions

1) When the boy sees smoke he 
______.

A.  opens the door
B.  calls 911
C.  slides out the window

2) The words “took off” mean to 
______.

A.  leave a place quickly
B.  turn off the light
C.  take off your shoes

3) The boy’s mom told him to meet 
______ if there was a fire.

A.  at the mailbox
B.  at the neighbor’s house
C.  across the street

Fire Escape (answer key)
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Lightning strikes in the forest and hits a tree. 
Swoosh. The tree turns into a ball of fire.

Then the tree next to it catches fire. A forest fire 
has started.

How can people stop the fire before it burns 
down farms, homes, or cities?

Teams of firefighters rush to the burning forest. 
Firefighters are trained to put out fires. 

Some firefighters spray the flames with water 
and chemicals. Others cut away brush and 
trees, so the fire can’t spread.

And some firefighters fly special planes that 
dump water and chemicals on the burning 
trees. 

Firefighting is hard, hot work. It may take many 
days to put out a large forest fire. 

If the fire gets too big, the firefighters may be 
spread too thin. So, more firefighters come from 
all around the country to help. 

The forest fire is finally out. The firefighters go 
home and rest, so they will be ready to fight the 
next fire.

Stop the Fire

Stop the Fire

Pre-Reading Questions
Do you know a firefighter? What do 
firefighters do? What do you think it 
would be like to be a firefighter? In this 
story, we will learn how firefighters put 
out fires.

Comprehension Questions

1) In this story, the forest fire started by 
______.

A.  fireworks
B.  a campfire
C.  lightning

2) The words “spread too thin” mean 
______.

A.  very skinny
B.  not enough people to do the 

job
C.  too scared to fight the fire

3) One way firefighters put out fires is 
to ______.

A.  put water and chemicals on it
B.  stop the lightning
C.  dump oil on it
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Lightning strikes in the forest and hits a tree. 
Swoosh. The tree turns into a ball of fire.

Then the tree next to it catches fire. A forest fire 
has started.

How can people stop the fire before it burns 
down farms, homes, or cities?

Teams of firefighters rush to the burning forest. 
Firefighters are trained to put out fires. 

Some firefighters spray the flames with water 
and chemicals. Others cut away brush and 
trees, so the fire can’t spread.

And some firefighters fly special planes that 
dump water and chemicals on the burning 
trees. 

Firefighting is hard, hot work. It may take many 
days to put out a large forest fire. 

If the fire gets too big, the firefighters may be 
spread too thin. So, more firefighters come from 
all around the country to help. 

The forest fire is finally out. The firefighters go 
home and rest, so they will be ready to fight the 
next fire.

Stop the Fire

Stop the Fire (answer key)

Pre-Reading Questions
Do you know a firefighter? What do 
firefighters do? What do you think it 
would be like to be a firefighter? In this 
story, we will learn how firefighters put 
out fires.

Comprehension Questions

1) In this story, the forest fire started by 
______.

A.  fireworks
B.  a campfire
C.  lightning

2) The words “spread too thin” mean 
______.

A.  very skinny
B.  not enough people to do the 

job
C.  too scared to fight the fire

3) One way firefighters put out fires is 
to ______.

A.  put water and chemicals on it
B.  stop the lightning
C.  dump oil on it
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“Your shoes are untied,” your friend says. 

You look down, and the laces are just fine. 

“April Fool’s!” she laughs.

It must be April 1—April Fool’s Day. In many 
countries, April 1 is a day people try to trick their 
friends. They have a field day thinking of jokes to 
make people look foolish.

“Sometimes they change the time on clocks 
so that people will wake up early or late. April 
Fool’s!

“Or they might put salt in the sugar container 
and watch people use the sugar. April Fool’s!

Adults like to have fun on April Fool’s Day, 
too. Some teachers make up fake homework 
assignments. April Fool’s!

A newspaper might print that pennies can no 
longer be used to buy things. April Fool’s!

Once, a radio station announced that spaghetti 
could be picked from special trees. April Fool’s!

Sometimes April Fool’s tricks can be 
embarrassing. But mostly, April Fool’s Day is a 
fun tradition.

April Fool’s!

Pre-Reading Questions
The first day in April is called April Fool’s 
day! What happens on April 1st? Have 
you ever played a trick on someone?  
In this story, we will read about what 
people do on April Fool’s for fun.

Comprehension Questions

1) April Fool’s is a day when people 
______.

A.  play silly tricks on friends
B.  wake up early
C.  get gifts from friends

2) To “have a field day” means to 
______.

A.  go on a trip
B.  have a lot of fun
C.  have a contest

3) One April Fool’s joke might be to 
______.

A.  put a rooster by the window
B.  make someone else’s bed
C.  change someone’s alarm clock

April Fool’s
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“Your shoes are untied,” your friend says. 

You look down, and the laces are just fine. 

“April Fool’s!” she laughs.

It must be April 1—April Fool’s Day. In many 
countries, April 1 is a day people try to trick their 
friends. They have a field day thinking of jokes to 
make people look foolish.

“Sometimes they change the time on clocks 
so that people will wake up early or late. April 
Fool’s!

“Or they might put salt in the sugar container 
and watch people use the sugar. April Fool’s!

Adults like to have fun on April Fool’s Day, 
too. Some teachers make up fake homework 
assignments. April Fool’s!

A newspaper might print that pennies can no 
longer be used to buy things. April Fool’s!

Once, a radio station announced that spaghetti 
could be picked from special trees. April Fool’s!

Sometimes April Fool’s tricks can be 
embarrassing. But mostly, April Fool’s Day is a 
fun tradition.

April Fool’s!

Pre-Reading Questions
The first day in April is called April Fool’s 
day! What happens on April 1st? Have 
you ever played a trick on someone?  
In this story, we will read about what 
people do on April Fool’s for fun.

Comprehension Questions

1) April Fool’s is a day when people 
______.

A.  play silly tricks on friends
B.  wake up early
C.  get gifts from friends

2) To “have a field day” means to 
______.

A.  go on a trip
B.  have a lot of fun
C.  have a contest

3) One April Fool’s joke might be to 
______.

A.  put a rooster by the window
B.  make someone else’s bed
C.  change someone’s alarm clock

April Fool’s (answer key)
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Kites swoop and dive at each other. Over and 
over they attack. 

Which kite will fall to the ground next? Which 
kite will stay up the longest? 

Why would one kite attack another kite, 
anyway? It’s because these kites are especially 
made for kite fighting.

Kite fighting is a sport that started in Asia and 
has become popular all over the world.

The kites are small and strong, with circles cut 
out of the centers. These center holes make the 
kites easier to control.

Their strings are coated with sharp glass or sand. 
While the kites are flying, the owners try to use 
their sharp strings to cut the strings of other kites.

If the strings are cut, the kites fall to the ground. 
The winner is the last kite left flying in the sky.

Kite fighting takes lots of practice. But when your 
kite is the last one flying, all the work is worth it.

Fighting Kites

Fighting Kites 

Pre-Reading Questions
Do you like kites? What can kites do? 
Did you know there is a sport called kite 
fighting? In this story, we will learn about 
fighting kites. As we read, listen for how 
these kites are made.

Comprehension Questions

1) Fighting kites are designed with 
center holes to make the kites ______.

A.  easier to control
B.  fly higher
C.  stronger

2) The words “over and over” mean 
doing something ______.

A.  again and again
B.  harder and harder
C.  longer strings

3) Fighting kites are different from 
regular kites because fighting kites 
have ______.

A.  colorful designs
B.  sharp-coated strings
C.  longer strings
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Fighting Kites (answer key)

Pre-Reading Questions
Do you like kites? What can kites do? 
Did you know there is a sport called kite 
fighting? In this story, we will learn about 
fighting kites. As we read, listen for how 
these kites are made.

Comprehension Questions

1) Fighting kites are designed with 
center holes to make the kites ______.

A.  easier to control
B.  fly higher
C.  stronger

2) The words “over and over” mean 
doing something ______.

A.  again and again
B.  harder and harder
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A.  colorful designs
B.  sharp-coated strings
C.  longer strings
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Your Amazing Sense of Hearing
Sammy and Ana stared at a large box on the 
kitchen table. “What is that?” Sammy asked. 

“It’s from Aunty Lei,” Ana said. 

“Ooh—that means it’s something from Hawaii,” 
Sammy said. 

“Maybe it’s an ukulele,” Sammy said hopefully. 

“Or it could be food, like mangoes or papaya,” Ana 
said.

“Or...it could be an ukulele,” Sammy said again.

Ana sighed. “I wish we could open it, but it’s 
addressed to Dad.”

“No worries. I will use my five amazing senses to 
figure out what’s inside the box,” Sammy said.

“Yeah, right. I suppose you have X-ray vision?” Ana 
asked.

“Shh…quiet. I think I’ll start with my amazing sense of 
hearing,” Sammy whispered.

He shook the box. “It’s making a rustling sound on 
top,” Sammy said. “And I can hear a scratching 
sound on the sides of the box.” He thought and 
thought. “I know! It’s a cat!”

“Sammy! She wouldn’t send a cat in a box with no 
air holes. Besides, you didn’t hear it meow, did you?” 
Ana asked. “I think you’re gonna need more than 
your sense of hearing to figure this one out.”

How Does Your Sense of Hearing Work?

When something makes a sound, it causes the air 
around it to shake, or vibrate. These vibrations are 
called sound waves. Sound waves travel quickly.

Your ear catches the sound waves and sends them 
down a tube called the auditory canal. That’s when 
they hit your eardrum. The sound waves make your 
eardrum vibrate, just like a real drum.

Your eardrum is connected to the three smallest 
bones in your body: the hammer, the anvil, and the 
stirrup. When your eardrum starts vibrating, these 
three bones start shaking, too! 

The last bone in the line passes a signal to your 
nerves. Then your nerves carry the signal to your 
brain. When your brain gets the signal, it turns the 
signal into sound. 

Now that’s amazing!

Your Amazing Sense of Hearing

Comprehension Question

1) Sammy thinks ______ is in the box.

A.  an ukulele
B.  a papaya
C.  a drum
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Your Amazing Sense of Hearing (answer key)

Comprehension Question

1) Sammy thinks ______ is in the box.

A.  an ukulele
B.  a papaya
C.  a drum
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Your Amazing Sense of Touch
Sammy and Ana were still trying to guess what was 
inside the box their Aunty Lei had sent.

“Okay, so far we know that the sides are scratchy, 
the top rustles, and it’s not a cat,” Sammy said.

“Or any kind of animal,” Ana said. “Now what?”

“It’s time to try my amazing sense of touch,” Sammy 
said.

“Excuse me? How do you plan on touching it when 
we can’t even open the box?” Ana asked. 

“You see this little rip in the box?” Sammy answered. 
“I think I might be able to slip a finger inside and feel 
around.”

Sammy reached his fingers inside the box. “Hmm,” he 
said. “I’m touching something hard and prickly—like 
the bark on a tree. And—ouch! It’s spiky, too.” 

“A cactus?” Ana suggested. 

“I don’t know,” Sammy said, rubbing his finger. “All I 
know is that my amazing sense of touch can be a real 
pain sometimes.”

How Does Your Sense of Touch Work?

The sense of touch is different from the rest of your 
senses. Only your ears can hear, and only your nose 
can smell. But every part of your body can feel and 
touch things. 

“Underneath the top layer of your skin, you have 
tiny nerve endings. These nerve endings are called 
receptors.

The more receptors you have, the easier it is to feel 
things. Your hands, feet, face, and tongue have more 
receptors than other parts of your body.

“There are different types of receptors. Some receptors 
feel temperature, so you can tell if you’re touching 
something hot or cold.

Other receptors feel pressure, so you can tell if 
someone is touching you. 

Some receptors feel vibration, and others feel pain.

“When a receptor feels any of these things, it sends a 
signal to your spinal cord. 

Your spinal cord is like an information highway for your 
body. With lightning speed, it carries these signals 
to your brain, and your brain changes the signals to 
feelings.

Now that’s amazing!

Your Amazing Sense of Touch

Comprehension Question

1) Sammy reached his finger in the 
box and felt something ______.

A.  soft and fuzzy
B.  hard and prickly
C.  cold and slippery
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Comprehension Question

1) Sammy reached his finger in the 
box and felt something ______.

A.  soft and fuzzy
B.  hard and prickly
C.  cold and slippery
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The mystery gift still sat on the table. 

So far, we know that the thing inside the box makes 
rustling noises, it’s scratchy, and it’s sometimes 
sharp,” Ana said. “We need more clues.”

“Let’s see,” Sammy said. “I already used my hearing 
and sense of touch. Lucky for you, I’ve got three 
more. I’ll use my amazing sense of smell!”

“Some things don’t have a smell, genius,” Ana said. 
“At least not much of one—like the ukulele you wish 
Aunty would send you.”

“I know, but if this has one, I might be able to pick it 
up,” Sammy said, sniffing the package. 

“Hmm…it smells like... it smells like some kind of 
food,” Sammy said. “It has a fresh tropical smell—
like fruit.” Sammy’s stomach began to rumble.

“Then I guess it’s not a cactus,” Ana said. “They 
don’t smell tropical. But why would anyone want to 
eat a fruit that’s prickly?”

“Sounds painful,” Sammy said. “I think I’ll just smell it 
instead.” 

How Does Your Sense of Smell Work?

When you smell food, you are actually breathing in 
tiny food molecules that have floated into the air.

As the molecules float up your nose, they land on 
something called the olfactory membrane. This 
membrane has little hairs on it, called cilia. 

The cilia have receptors. When food molecules get 
caught in the hairs, they send signals to your brain. 

Your brain figures out different kinds of smells, so you 
can know if something smells good, bad, sweet, or 
stinky.

One small cell in your nose can tell the difference 
between one smell and hundreds of others. 

Now that’s amazing!

Your Amazing Sense of Smell

Your Amazing Sense of Smell

Comprehension Question

1) Sammy thinks the inside of the box 
smells like ______

A.  trees
B.  cactus
C.  fruit
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Your Amazing Sense of Smell (answer key)

Comprehension Question

1) Sammy thinks the inside of the box 
smells like ______

A.  trees
B.  cactus
C.  fruit
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Your Amazing Sense of Sight
“I don’t understand why Aunty Lei would send a 
sharp, prickly fruit,” Sammy said, still looking at the 
mystery box. “I thought she liked us!”

“She does,” Ana said. “I think your ‘amazing’ senses 
are all wrong. There must be something else inside.”

“I have an idea,” a third voice said. Sammy and 
Ana quickly turned around to see Dad standing 
behind them.”

“We’ve all got amazing senses,” said Dad. “Let’s try 
using another one—our eyes.”

“Yeah!” Ana and Sammy jumped with excitement.

Dad opened the box. When Sammy and Ana 
looked inside, they were very surprised.

“Leaves?” they both asked.”

“Dad reached in and pulled out a large, yellow-
brown fruit. And then another.

“Hooray—pineapple!” Ana yelled.

“I knew it!” Sammy said. “I think my senses worked 
pretty well. I was about to guess pineapple right 
when Dad showed up.”

“Sure you were,” Ana said. They all laughed.

How Does Your Sense of Sight Work?

When light hits an object, like a pineapple, it 
bounces off and enters your eye through the 
cornea. 

The cornea guides all of this light through a small 
hole—your pupil. You can see your pupil when you 
look in a mirror. It’s the black part of your eye. 

Right behind the pupil is a lens that focuses light 
onto your retina at the back of your eyeball.

The retina is like a movie screen, but it displays the 
image upside down. 

This image is sent to your brain. Your brain turns the 
image the right way, so you can see what you’re 
looking at.

Now that’s amazing!

Comprehension Question

1) Aunty Lei sent Dad two ______ in 
the mail.

A.  leaves
B.  pineapples
C.  coconuts

Your Amazing Sense of Sight
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“Hey, Sammy,” Ana said. “So far you’ve used 
your sense of hearing, touch, smell, and sight. 
Don’t you have one more sense to try out?”

Dad was cutting the pineapple into slices. It 
smelled even more delicious than before.

“Oh yeah!” Sammy said, eyeing the pineapple. 
“My last sense is really amazing—the sense of 
taste!” 

Sammy bit into a large chunk of pineapple. “This 
is way good,” he said. 

“It’s so yummy and fresh,” Ana said. “I think I’ll 
write Aunty and thank her.”

“Me too… and maybe I’ll drop a little hint about 
an ukulele,” Sammy said.

How Does Your Sense of Taste Work?

Your tongue is covered with lots of little bumps. 
These bumps hold your taste buds. They help 
you taste things. 

Here’s how:

You have salivary glands all over your mouth. 
When you see food, those glands make saliva, 
or spit. 

Your teeth chew up your food into tiny bits. Your 
saliva carries these little bits down into your taste 
buds. 

Your taste buds sense the chemicals in the food. 
They send a signal to your brain. Then your brain 
tells you what the food you are eating tastes 
like. 

Your five senses sure are amazing. But without 
your brain, you couldn’t use any of them.

Your brain is so smart, it can receive signals from 
your eyes, ears, mouth, nose, and fingers all at 
the same time. 

Now that’s really amazing!

Your Amazing Sense of Taste

Comprehension Question

1) The little bumps on your tongue 
hold your ______.

A.  taste buds
B.  saliva
C.  spit

Your Amazing Sense of Taste
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